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less important, the ad reminded the
reader. A stay in a big comfortable hotel
room, on the other hand, just might
boost a candidate’s self-confidence
noticeably before the interview, as any
number of business travelers would
verify. Yes, good things in life are not
merely pleasurable to consume; they
are also, at least for some consumers, a
source of their enhanced self-concept,
an ingredient of their extended selves.
If you are a marketer, then you
would like to know whether or not
the product you are selling is part of
your target consumer’s extended self.
You can find this out by using a short
questionnaire, shown in Table 5.8.

MEASURE TO TEST IF A PRODUCT IS A PART OF THE
EXTENDED SELF FOR CONSUMERS
Strongly Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Agree

I feel emotionally attached to my ---------------------.
My ------------------- holds a special place in my life.
My ------------ is central to my identity, my sense of who I am.
If I lose my ----------------- I would feel a part of me was missing.
I take good care of my -----------------.
I trust my -----------------.

____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Note: To score yourself, add all item ratings. The higher the score, the more
that product is a part of your extended self, with 18 being the middle point. (Your score)
Source. *In part adapted from K. J. Dodson, “Peak Experiences and Mountain Biking: Incorporating the
Bikes in the Extended Self,” Advances in Consumer Research, 1996, Volume 23,eds. K. P. Corfman and J. G.
Lynch Jr., Provo, UT: Association for Consumer Research, Pages: 317 - 322. (Used with permission.)
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MAKE ME SUSTAINABLE
You want to reduce your carbon footprint? A Boston based company will help you, with tools so
cool you would want to take carbon action just so you could use those tools. Named Make Me Sustainable (MMS), the company is an online portal that combines education/information and social
support to help consumers take action.
The education part: sign up and you will create your profile, filling in information about the type of house you live in,
the car you drive, and your diet (white, red, or sea food, vegetarian, etc.), and you will be told what your current carbon
footprint is. Next, it suggests a menu of actions and gives you the carbon impact of each action: air dry half your clothes
(.07 tons), unplug devices (.01 tons), install better power management system on your PC (.02 tons), keep tires inflated
properly (.14 tons), bring your own bag to groceries (.06 tons), recycle (.23 tons), use reusable coffee mugs (.06 tons),
reduce plastic bottles (2 per day, .13 tons). Specifics like this help you choose actions that you deem feasible as well as
significant. Information such as this empowers consumers.
The social support part: The site allows you to invite friends to join your group (“grow your
tree”) or allows you to join other groups. Your home page will then show your “tree” along with
the total carbon action impact of the group, updating this statistic as members take action.
Big Love (HBO) has 11 people with 47 tons of annual carbon reduction so far. That is equal
to, the web page informs us, 114 cars taken off the road. CEO Ben Brown’s carbon tree has 165
people, with 148 tons of carbon reduction. His own personal initial footprint was 10.5 tons; he
reduced 2.7 tons, and bought 7.8 tons of carbon offsets. His new footprint, zero!
If preserving the environment is one of our core values, this online community site will help
us live it! (Check it out at www.makemesuatainable.com.)
MY C B BOOK
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CONSUMER BEHAVIOR

OUR EXTENDED SELVES IN A DIGITAL WORLD
Has the Internet and digital technology changed the way we
build, enact, and communicate our selves? The answer is a resounding yes. In a big way. Actually, in five big ways:

1. Dematerialization Many of our possessions, once in physi-
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cal form, are now in digital (i.e., nonmaterial) form, the principal
examples being our music, photos, and videos. This is called dematerialization. These personal possessions, not only a source of
hedonic experience, were (and are) also our identity markers as
they show our tastes. Freed from their “plastic prison,” they are
now easier to acquire, categorize, and share, and even build a
listening community around them; consequently, they enable a
breezier avenue of expressing our extended identities. Such ease
of communication enhances their identity marker role and in turn
they acquire greater centrality in our self schema.
2. Reembodiment The Web also allows us to construct a digital
self, breaking free from our physical bodies, with all its defects,
real or imagined. On the Web we can be whatever we want to be—
by Photoshopping our photos, disguising our appearances with
props and embellishing them with accessories we may not be
able to afford in the real world; by building or adopting avatars,
with new skins, dressing them with hairstyles and clothes that
index our imagined ideal selves. Moreover, on the Web, we get
to be known primarily by the content we create, curate, publish, and share. In the physical
world, our physical body and our physical possessions (or lack of them) are the most visible
window into our identities, while our thoughts
are accessible only to a few. On the Web, it is
our thoughts that we choose to share that
form our most visible persona by which others
know what kind of people we are. Although
these thoughts are non-physical in form as all
thoughts are, in the human mind they are autonomously attached to our visualization of
people’s physical identities. In other words, we are acquiring new
bodies, so to speak, i.e., our selves are being reembodied.
3. Sharing The Web allows us to share more, more easily, and
more widely. By sharing our “creative writings” called “posts” on
our social media timelines and by sharing those facets of our lives
that we wish to showcase, we write our mini-autobiographies,
progressively, every day. These days everyone is an author, so to
speak. These autobiographies are self-serving and embellished
but also reflective of our inner real self, and, most of all, joyful.
It is debatable which is more real: the self we live in the physical
world, tethered in the physical reality of limited resources (money, health, talent), or the person we really wish we were and we
believe we could become given more resources (and which we are
able to construct on the Web).
The digital self thus constructed on the web is both less and
more real. It is less real in that the self that lives in the physical
world is the only self that has an actual job, actual family, an actual lifestyle; all else is mere fantasy. It is more real in that our inner
selves are now finding true expression. To cite a popular example: If a 45 year old person really thinks of himself
or herself as being a 25 year old and acts out the
spontaneity and youthful energy of a 25 year old,
which is more real—that his or her chronological
clock reads 45 and that the external world views
him or her to be 45; or that in his or her own internal, subjective experience, he is 25? Scholars call it
the “disinhibition effect”—online we get anonymity and freedom from the face-to-face gaze and
thus are able to shed our inhibitions and express
ourselves more freely and also more truthfully.
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4. Co-construction of Self Humans are social
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creatures, and as such our selves have
always been shaped by others we consider our referents. Urbanization has
debilitated this process, limiting our
face-to-face contacts, and diminished
the circle of our communities so much
so that some could live in complete
isolation or even suffer loneliness. The
Web has opened up new possibilities
so that we can reconnect with once
lost classmates and build a new circle
of connections, interacting frequently
with those we choose. Our online conversations with our connections are both public and personal.
With our posts we seek validation of our thoughts, eagerly awaiting comments. By responding to our posts (liking and commenting), our connections self-select themselves to become part of
our inner circle and in so doing affirm our self-presentations. We
also analyze, like a cultural scholar, which of our posts get praised
and which spurned, and then make a mid-course correction in our
“work-in-progress” identity expression. Thus,
with the Web, we increasingly harness others
in co-constructing the self that we can then
more proudly display, and the Web is allowing it on an unprecedented scale, to millions
of consumers whose social reach was hitherto
very limited.
5. Distributed Memory The digital world offers us a completely new array of devices and
storage containers (“the cloud,” if you
will) in which to store our memories
of our lives. In part, the outsourcing
of personal chores was already taking
root (e.g., hiring baby sitters rather
than rearing our babies ourselves), but
the Web makes such outsourcing doubly prevalent—e.g., a company called
Home Chef delivers ready-to-cook ingredients in meal-sized portions to our
homes. Our lives’ memories now reside
in the digital records of the Web-based
suppliers of our meals, clothing, magazines, and entertainment (e.g., Netflix). Intimate details of our lives now
reside in the digital information vessels of our cell phone providers, our
doctors, online evites, and video and
music streaming app managers, and
even merchants who once fulfilled our
orders for gifts to our now-alienated
significant others! And of course we
place them, happily, also on our Facebook pages, on our Pinterest and Instagram boards, and in our Fitbits and Apple Watches.
Perhaps our fondest memories now reside in the stream of “selfies” in which we attempt to capture increasingly smaller microsegments of our lives, to share with others, of course, but also to
reminisce every now and then and hopefully also, say, 50 years
from now when our organic memories might serve us with less
fidelity or at any rate with less immediacy.
[This description was inspired by renowned consumer research scholar Russell W. Belk’s
recent essay (“Extended Self in a Digital World,” J. Cons. Res., 2013, 40, Oct., 477-500). It
has been crafted for purposes of teaching (borrowing his five categories typology) and
does not claim to represent Belk’s ideas in either their core or nuances, nor in substance or
prose. To gain real insights, interested readers are directed to his original essay. ]
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